ADVENTURES  OF  RICHARD
" Pure was her mind, and simple her intent,
a Good all she sought, and kindness all she meant.
" Next to religion friendship was our theme,
"Related souls and their refined esteem.
«We talk'd of scenes where this is real found,
"And love subsists without a dart or wound;
"But there intruded thoughts not all serene,
"And wishes not so calm would intervene."
"Saw not her father?"
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" Yes;  but saw no more
" Than he had seen without a fear before:
" He had subsisted by the church and plough,
"And saw no cause for apprehension now.
" We, too, could live 5  he thought not passion wrong,
" But only wonder'd we delay'd so long.
" MorcS* had he wonder'd had he known esteem
"Was all we mention'd, friendship was our theme.—
"Laugh, if you please, I must my tale pursue—
"This sacred friendship thus in secret grew
<c An intellectual love, most tender, chaste, and true;
" Unstain'd, we said ; nor knew we how it chanced
" To gain some earthly soil as it advanced ;
" But yet my friend, and she alone, could prove
" How much it differ'd from romantic love—
" But this and more I pass—No doubt, at length,
"We could perceive the weakness of our strength.
" O !   days remember'd well!  remember'd all!
" The bitter-sweet, the honey and the gall;
"Those garden rambles in the silent night,	130
" Those trees so shady, and that moon so bright j
"That thickset alley, by the arbour closed,
" That woodbine seat where we at last reposed;
"And then the hopes that came and then were gone,
" Quick as the clouds beneath the moon past on.
"Now, in this instant, shall my love be shown,
" I said-—O !   no, the happy time is flown !
" You smile j  remember, I was weak and low,
" And fearM the passion as I felt it grow:
"Will she, 1 said, to one so poor attend,	140
" Without a prospett, and. without a friend ?
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